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EXT. SCHOOL BUILDING-MORNING 

A bunch of students are walking into the building and the 
bell rings.Then we see character A(15)panicking while zipping 
her bag up.Character B(15)is trying to keep up with character 
A.

CHARACTER A
Hurry up, I don’t want to be late 
because you.

CHARACTER B
(Sighs)We just got here.

CHARACTER A 
We can’t miss orientation week, not 
even an hour late ok.So Come on.

INT. SCHOOL BUILDING-MORNING 

Character A drags Character B to the orientation hall.The 
room is filled with new students in uniform.All Chatting 
about whatever.Characters A and B find a spot right in the 
middle of the chatting crowd. 

CHARACTER B

Woah i-it’s a bit crowded. 

Character B brings her bag closer to her chest 

CHARACTER A
Yeah it is.Oh Isn’t this exciting 
(gasps) this means we get to make 
lots new friends.

An adult in a suit comes on stage.She taps the mic and a high 
pitched noise comes making everyone cover their ears.

PRINCIPAL
Sorry about that folks.(clears 
throat)This is the biggest amount 
of new students to date.30 Fresh 
faces and beautiful minds that will 
one day with our help go out into 
the real world and make a change.We 
Are all happy to have you here.We 
will do our best to take care of 
you and please take care of us...
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The principal droned on about the school history and 
curriculum.Character A is scanning the crowd of students.She 
found some of them interesting, some boring, some weird.She 
was not too impressed with the selection of girls.

CHARACTER A
(V.O) These girls don’t look to 
fun.Maybe We’ll find more 
interesting people who live here.

PRINCIPAL
(cont’d) And that is the history of 
this school.Now how many of you 
have ever been to a boarding 
school, hmm?

Only five hands up.

PRINCIPAL (CONT’D)
OH! Well for those who need help 
with adjustments please ask for 
help.We want to be reliable in any 
way we can be.Now we will give you 
sometime to get to know each other 
and we will begin the tour of the 
place.Welcome to ST. Faye’s 
Boarding School For Girls. 

END.
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